
No Splash. No Ripples.

A Path to a Better Job 
Brief.





Why Pre-Job Briefs are 
important to me

 Coworkers

 Friends

 Family

 They work



Breathe!!



Discussions

 5 Groups

 Topics

 Job Briefs

Safety Summit



Pros

 Easy Data collection for companies.

 Less paperwork on the truck

Automatic location upload

Cons

 Expensive to replace

Battery life in the cold

 Passcode

Digital Job Briefs



But its just a waste of time, Shawn!

Rubber stamp

 Check boxes

 Just sign here



Our Hazards are always the same!
What?! Really?!



We do the same thing every day!

Really?! You think so?!



Environmental factors can change 
things!

Job Site A

 State Highway.
 Large dead maple 

removal
 55mph 4 lane road

 95⁰
 70% humidity
 Sunny
 1:00PM

Job Site B

Unpaved back road

Removing large maple 
lead over the 3 phase

 30mph

 75⁰

 50% humidity

 Lite rain

 8:30AM



What is the purpose of a job brief?

 Focus/ refocus the crew on task at 
hand

 Create a safe work plan

 Explain, individually, every employees 
task as it pertains to the work plan.

 Create a safe work environment

 Identify Hazards

How to mitigate those Hazards



 The night before clause

 The lunch time nap

A phone call

Focus/Refocus



A Safe Work Plan, Man!

 Tree or task 
inspection

 Job site inspection

A “How do” 
conversation

 Tools needed

 Everyone has a voice



Keep it Environmentally Safe!

 Job Site

Work Zone set up

Drop Zone

Danger Zone

 Even your Attitude



 Flagging

Bucket operating/ climbing

Designated spotter

 Cutting

 Chipping

Running ropes

But What Am I Doing?



 Electricity
 Traffic
 Chainsaws and Chippers
 Fatigue
Wires and/or trees with tension on them
 Ticks
 Poisonous plants
 Snakes/ Spiders
An irate customer

Got Hazards?



 Set up a proper, safe & highly visible W/Z

Use safe chainsaw handling techniques

Use safe chipping practices

 If you see poisonous plants alert all crew 
members of its presence

 Stake out a drop zone

 Peer checks

Use best management practices to relieve 
tension slowly 

What Are You Going To Do About It?



When do we do a job brief?

 Every day. Morning and after lunch

When your job site changes enough that your 
closest medical facility changes

 If your tasks and individual jobs change 
significantly

 If your boss or someone has stopped work and 
distracted your crew for a length of time.

 If your hazards change



What’s in your Heading?

Job site location.

Closest medical facility and emergency 
numbers including utility contact.

First aid kit and fire extinguisher locations.

Some companies put their safety bulletin 
in the heading.

Date and Time AM/PM.



Emergency Plan?

What is each person’s 
job incase the 
unthinkable happens?

 If we plan for the worse, 
we will be ready.

 Your Job Brief needs to 
be accessible.



-What else do we need on a job brief?

 Voltage /Minimum Approach Distance (MAD)

 The Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
needed

 The tools needed to complete the task

 The expiration date of the dielectric test on your 
bucket lift and/or insulated poles?



Conversation we must have!

A job brief is only as 
good as the 
conversation

 If someone new 
comes in to your W/Z 
you must read them in

 Everyone needs to 
have a say





Please Note: 
No workers were put at risk in the making 
of this presentation.  Employees seen in 

these photos were “volun-told” for this job.  
These work zones or work areas were 
staged directly for the sole use of this 

presentation.  Some work zones were made 
with flaws on purpose so pay attention and 

lets get the conversation going.



Job Site Stats!

Task-Removing several ash
Back road just outside of town.

Lite to moderate traffic 
30 mph zone

85 ⁰
75% humidity

Job Site A



A-1



A-2



A-3



A-4



A-5



Work on a corner

Multiple utility lines in the area including 
Transmission lines

 Traffic on a narrow street

Working Ash?

 Person mowing in the area or proximity

 Thick underbrush/possible debris

 Possible ticks or poisonous plants

Moving heavy wood or debris.

Hazards



 Set up proper work zone.

 Figure out what voltage we are working on and 
our Minimum Approach Distance(MAD). 

Wear the PPE

Delineate where our drop zone is and our safety 
zone.

 Clear out work area of slip, trip, and fall hazards 
and a drop zone for debris.

What will we do to mitigate 
Hazards?



 Felling trees/stubs? 1.5X the height? Redirect? 
Clear an escape route.

Use proper chipping techniques. 

Use safe chainsaw handling techniques.

 Communicate clearly while performing work and 
stay out of the  “Drop Zone”. (3 part 
communication)

Use proper lifting techniques and “Team 
Lifting”.

Hazard Mitigation Continued



What is wrong with this picture?



Job Site Stats

Removing dead elms
55mph road

65 ⁰
30% Humidity

Job Site B



B-1



B-2



B-3



B-4



B-5



B-6



Hazards and Mitigations!

Hazards

 Traffic

 Tall grass and possible 
old fences or old 
debris with ditch

 Thick underbrush with 
vines 

 Ticks 

Mitigations

 Set up a proper work 
zone and work area.

Be aware of hidden and 
visible slip, trip, and fall 
hazards.

 Cut a drop zone for 
debris if possible.

Always check for ticks.



Hazard and Mitigation continued
Hazards

 Chainsaws

 Falling debris and old 
debris on the ground.

Dead wood

Mitigation

Wear your PPE. Use 
safe chainsaw 
handling techniques.

 Set up Drop Zone and 
Stay out of Drop 
Zone. Cut or move old 
debris if possible.

 Take needed 
precautions with 
Dead Wood.



Job Site Stats

Routine trimming 
55mph

Busy road due to a construction detour
92 ⁰

60% humidity

Job Site C



C-1



C-2



C-3



C-4



C-5



C-6



Hazards and Mitigations!
Hazards

 Busy traffic

Heat

 Trimming overhang

Mitigations

 Set up safe and proper 
work zone and work 
area.

Make sure crew is 
drinking plenty of 
water.

Use approved trimming 
practices.



Hazards and Mitigation continued!
Hazards

Dead limbs

 Curious Home owners

Mitigation

 Take needed 
precautions with dead 
wood.

Knock on house doors 
and inform customer 
of work being 
performed and remind 
them not to come into 
the work area. 



Hazards

Horizontal to vertical 
construction(H2V)

 Chipping

 Falling debris

Mitigation

Remember that the 
wires are closer 
together than normal 
(H2V).

Use safe chipping 
practices.

 Communicate clearly 
and stay out of the 
drop zone while 
performing work.



Job Sites D&E

Job Site Stats

70⁰
4th day of storm

Crews have been working 17 
hour days







Hazards and Mitigation!
Hazards

 Fatigue

 Climbing

Rigging and roping

Mitigation

 Peer checks!

 Stay focused, 100% tie 
in. Gear inspection

Gear and gin 
inspection 
Communicate clearly 
while making the plan 
and executing the 
plan



Hazards and Mitigation Continued!

 Tree with extreme 
tension on and around 
it

Release tension slowly 
and keep yourself out 
of the “Danger Zone”







Hazards and Mitigations!

Hazards

 Fatigue

Wire and tree with 
extreme tension

 Electricity

Mitigation

 Peer checks

 Take needed 
precautions to let 
pressure off slowly

 Call for line assistance 
and have line dead and 
grounded



Hazards and Mitigation continued

Hazards

Wire barely hanging 
on

 Chainsaws

Mitigation

Once line is dead and 
grounded then use 
rope to hold wire on 
cross arm. Unless line 
crews can remove wire 
safely

Use safe chainsaw 
handling techniques.



Job Site Stats

Routine trimming
HOT 95 ⁰

100% Humidity
Backed in off from 40mph road

Job Site F



D-1



D-2



Power lines
D-3



Power lines 4.8kv

D-4



D-5



Power lines
D-6



HOT!!!

D-7



Hazards and Mitigations!
Hazards

Heat

 Tree limbs within MAD

 Close proximity to a 
home and backed in 
on driveway

Mitigations

Drink breaks!

 Take needed 
precautions with limbs 
within MAD

Knock on door to 
notify and inspect 
driveway before 
backing in. Use a 
spotter.



Hazard and Mitigation continued!

 Lawn obstacles

 Chipping

 Chipper winch

 Chainsaw

 Take needed 
precautions to miss 
lawn obstacles.

Use safe chipping 
practices

Use safe winching 
practices.

Use safe saw handling 
techniques and PPE.



Along with each hazard there must be a 
mitigation

 Location is important

Keep an open mind to ideas and concerns 
from everyone

 There must be a conversation

In Summary!



Asplundh Tree

National Grid

My Thanks!


